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ABSTRACT

The restrictions fro- co.-ological considerations on masses
and lifetimes of neutral, weakly-interacting fermions are reviewed.
In particular, the possibility of the ..ssless decay products of a
heavy neutrino dOllinating the energy density of the present uni
verse is discussed in detail.

IITRODUCTIOlf

It has been over 15 years since Penzias and Wilson discovered
the 3 K microwave background radiation. 1 The interpretation of
this background as a remnant of the hot big bang is the corner
stone of modern theories of the beginning, the present, and the
future evolution of the large scale structure of the universe.
Despite the appearance of the clear night sky as Viewed from the
woods of northern Wisconsin, most of the photons in the universe do
not originate in stars, but are present in the inVisible 3 K back
ground. Fifteen years of observation have confirmed the thermal
nature of the background spectrum. A universe at a temperaiHre of
3 K has about 400 photona per cubic centimeter, or about 10
photona in the visible universe. This is a large number compared
t086he total number of neutrons and protons. There are only about
10 nucleons in the universe: Dllcleons are only a small conta.
inant in a vast sea of photona. (tuckily, the nucleons are not
unifoc.ly distributed, as are the photona.) By observing the back
ground photons, we directly probe the universe when the photons
were last scattered. In the case of the background photons, the
last scatte6ing was when the universe was at a temperature of 10 K.
or about 10 years after the big bang.

In addition to the background photons, there should also be a
sea of neutrinos left over frOll the big bang, with about as many
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of them as photons, about 108 8 • Confirmation of this background
would be in some sense even more fundamental than the discovery
of Penziaa and Wilson, since the background neutrinos last scattered
when the the temperature of the universe was 1010 K, or about
one second after the big bang. Thus, the background neutrinos
are an even older relic of the origin of the universe than the
background photona.

Although direct detection of the background neutrinos seems
remote, they may nevertheless playa crucial role in cosmology, and
even dominate the mass of the universe. Since the average energy
of a nucleon (rest-mass energy ~ 10geV) is about 1013 times larger
than the average energy of a background photon (3 K ~ 10- 4 eV), in
determination of the mass-energy of the universe, the nucleons dom
inate the more numerous (by a factor of 108 ) photons. However, if
there exist background neutrinos with energy greater than about
10eV, the larger ..ss of the nucleon would be compensated by the
aheer number of neutrinos, and the neutrinos would provide the
bulk of the energy density of the universe.

The future evolution of the universe is a fundamental question
in cosmology. Unfortunately, it is also an unanswered question.
Cosmological observations cannot yet determine if there is suf
ficient gravitational energy in the universe to overwhelm the
expansion energy and cause an eventual recontraction, or if the
kinetic energy of expansion is greater than the potential energy,
and an infinite expansion will result.

There are three reasons to believe that the universe may be
closed. First, from the viewpoint of the theory of relativity, the
boundary condition for a closed surface is much more attractive
(i.e. simpler) than the boundary condition for an open (expansion
forever) universe. Second, Mach's principle, which guided Einstein
in the formulation of General Relativity, applies only to a closed
(eventual recontraction) universe. 2 The third reason is the "flat
ness" problem which has been reviewed by Dicke and Peebles,3 and
most recently studied by Guth. 4

The flatness problem ..y be formulated as follows. Let P be
the present energy densitln0fGthe universe. If P is greater ~han
a critical density, Pc =~ lK;2 where G is lfewt08's constant

and H is the present value of Hubble parameter, the universe will
be closed, and if P < Pc the universe will be open. Observations
suggest that 10-2 ~ P Ip ~ 10. 5 This seems a large range, but
consider an earlier eBoc~. For conditions at the Planck temperature
(1019 GeV), the only timescale is the Planck time. For the universe
to survive to its present age (t ~ 101asec ~ 1060 Planck times) with
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The decoupling temperatur~, T
D,

for weakly interacting fermions is
found by equating (1) and (2):

where the last equality follows from ass_inl the neutrinos were
equilibriua distributed in phase space when they decoupled. A more
exact result for n is given by the solution to the transport
equation: v
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For T < T , the neutrinos form a nonint~racting gas and the total
number ofDn~utrinos is conserved. The number density of neutrinos
is diluted only by the Hubbl~ expansion. Since in an adiabatic
expansion the total number of photons remains constant, a conve
nient parameter is th~ ratio of the number density of neutrinos and
the number density of photons. Since for T ~ T the n_ber of
neutrinos re.ains constant, n,,/n is roughly coRstant after decoupl-
ing, and . Y

kept io th~r-al equilibrium through reactions such as v v ++vtV .
As the univ~rse expanded and cooled, neutrino reactions Ue~am~ l~ss
fr~qu~nt because expansion diluted the number density of neutrinos,
and b~caus~ the weak int~raction cross section decreased as the
energy of th~ n~utrinos decreased. Finally the v effectively
decoupled, or froze-out, when the timescale for UK interactions
(~ is the Fermi coostant, and nv the neutrino n_tier density),

-1

PRDIlRDIAL NEUTRINOS AND THE PRESENT ENERGY DENSITY

Observation of the Hubble expansion of the universe suggests
that the aaiverse was once in a hotter and denser phase. The
the~l nature of the microwave background is evidence that the
~ratore of the universe was once high enough to ionize hydro
leD, r > 10eV. Isolation of a primordial component in the uni
versa1~lia. and deuterium abundances implies that the temperature
of the aaiverse was once high enough for nucleosynthesis, TU ~ 1
!leV. ObservatiOil of a global baryon BSJlllletry may be interpreted
to reqUire that the temperature of the universe was once large
compared to the IDasses 0f2particles mediating baryon number viol
atilll reactiollll, T

U
? 10 GeV. It is necessary for us to a88U111~

oaly that the teIDp~rature of the universe was once greater than a
fev !leV.

Let _. be a "lDassive" neutrino, and "t be a "massless" neu
triDO. At sufficiently high temperatur~s, if the v

H
couple with

the usual streosth to the normal weak interaction bosons, they were

P fPC - 1 requir~s a tuning of th~ Hubbl~ param~t~r at th~ Planck
t~ of about ODe part in 108 0 • Stat~d succinctly, for the univ~rse
to hav~ surviv~d 106 0 Planck tim~s with P ~ Pc impli~s that at th~
Planck ~, P = Pc to one part in 106 0 • O(For a more precise state
8eDt of the proble-, see ref. 4.) A solution to the problem that is
s~t less than compl~t~ly arbitrary is to assume that P = PC'
i.~. k = 0 iD the Ro~rtson-Walk~rmetric.

Althoaah the thr~e r~asons given above are not conclusiv~ ~i

~nce that Po ~ PC' th~y nevertheless provide motivation to investi
late tDe proelea of whether the universe can be closed. Visibl~

fo~ of ..tter see. to be incapable of closing th~ universe~l The
~st observa~ional eVidenc~ is ~at PBARYONS + PPHOTONS ~ 10 .PC•

6

SLDce there LS DO observat10nal 1nformalr10n about-ffie pr1mord1aI
DeutriJlos, they are a likely candidate for the missing mass. It has
1oD& beeR kDovD that primordial stable neutrinos with a mass of
&boat 50eV caD provide the aissing mass to make P ~ PC'? Th~ pur
pose of this presentation is to demonstrat~ that this solution
need Dot be uoique, that massless neutrinos may today provide
P = PC'

a Bilow, I describe the decoupling of neutrinos in the early
universe aDd liaits on the masses and lifetimes of neutrinos as a
result of observations of the present energy density. I also
r~iev other cos.ological limits on neutrino lifetimes and discuss
.adels for neutrino decay. Finally, I explore some observational
CODS~queaces if the decay products of a heavy neutrino are r~spon

sibile for closins the universe.
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P = lIDo V

where neq i. the equilibrium number density, and R/R i. the
ezpan.iXn rate of the univer.e.

If the vH .urvive, the present energy density of the neutrinos
would be .

(8)P
B

= 7.15 x 10-27 h
o

In (8) PB is the present baryon density (PB = OB 5.7 x 10-30 gm

factor of OCT ITne ), where T is the present temperature, and
!n is theOtemp~~Iture of thg universe at the time of vH decay.
Tfi~c3~ lifetime as a function of mass that would result in the vHdecay products contributing an energy density equal to the critical
density is shown in Fig. 1. 8 The curve in Fig. 1 was found by
calculating the number density and temperature at decoupling, ~
and TD, a. a function of the vH mas., and calculating the present
energy density if v decayed to massless particles with a lifetime

t: (TO)3 Jt..- ()1 /2 -1 (t - t.....)Po = mo(TD) T
D

~ ~ t exp - -t-~_D dt

Since observationally, P ~ 2PC' the curve in Fig. 1
represent. the minimum lifeti&e for any neutrino in the mass range
50eV < m < 5GeV.- v-

COSMOLOGICAL LIMITS ON vH LIFETIMES

The curve in Fig. 1 represents the minimum lifetime if the
neutrinos decay to massless particles. There are additional cos
.alogical limits on neutrino lifetimes:

(1) Lifetime Bound From the Solar Neutrino Experiment: 1 1 For
large neutrino mas.es (2-5 GeV) the requirement that the present 1 2

neutrino background produced from vH decay not be detected in the
Davis solar neutrino experiment places an upper bound on the vHlifetime. There i. nothing to guarantee that the neutrinos de
tected by Davi. are of solar origin. The bound is given a. curve
in Fig. 3.

(2) upper Lifetime Bound from Deuterium Abundance: 1 3 The
major product manufactured by big-bang nucleosyoth~sis (at t =3
minutes when y + d ~ P + n becomes negligible) is He. The stan
dard calculation of it. abundance is in excellent agreement with
observation (~ 26J by weight). Deuterium is also believed to.~e of
pr!~rdial origin, with a primordial abundance between 2 x 10 and
10 by weight. The one input parameter in nucleo.yothesis cal
culations i. h , the entropy per baryon at nucleosyothesi.. If no
entropy is gengrated in the universe between nucleosyothesi. and
the present time, ho is related to the present baryon den.ity by

(m > I MeV).

(m < 1 MeV)

(7)

(5)

(
3H

2
)

Po = 2qo 8n~

do" 2 2 R
--- = - <alvl> (n - neq ) - 3 - ndt v v R v

-tmo- y
IIID m 32y( ---) / -m/lMeV

IMeV e
Although the energy den.ity is not directly -ea.urable (where does
one put the .cale to weigh the universe?) the present energy
density may be expressed in terms of two measurable quantities, the
Hubble parameter Ho' and the deacceleration parameter qo:

The limit on P from the ob.ervational limits q < 2, H < 100 m..-1 ~C·l, t-pYies that the neutrino mass must 8e-less ~han about
50eV, or greater than about 5 GeV.8'8 More .triD&ent limits on m
..y be found if additional a••umptions are aade about the con
tribution of neutrinos to the inferred galactic ...ses. However,
the bound on P from Hand q i. the only reliable bound that i. a
result of dire8t ob.er3ation. o

The conclusion that no neutrino can have a ...s in the range
between 50eV and 5GeV may be easily circumvented if the neutrino
decays to ....le•• particles.B'lO The crucial point is that in the
expan.ion of the universe, the massive particles behave as a gas
with an adiabatic index of 5/3, and massIes. particles behave as a
gas with an adiabatic index of 4/3. Therefore, the energy de~sity

of massive (m > T) particles, PM' decreases in expansion as T ,
while the energy density of4massle.s (m < T) particles, Pa'
decrea.e. in expansion a. T. Therefore, the contribution to the
pre.ent energy density of .the massless decay product. is smaller
than the contribution vH would make if it had not decayed by a
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c.-3• 0.01 ~ CB < 1. The present best dete~ination of ~ i. 0.06.
The ~e 4bundance i. relatively insensitive to the input Jarameter,
but the ~ abundance i. very .en.itive to h. If v + v 1 proceed.
after the univer.e i. doainated by the aas.oof the UH, i~ would
areatly chanle the entropy per baryon. The teapentUre at which
the universe is doainated by the v .... is .hown in Fil. 2. If vB
decay. after nucleo.ynthesis, and Ifter the univer.e i. doainated
by it. mas., Eq. (8) is no lonler valid and .hould be replaced by

PI = 2.65 • 10-20h
o/(T1X) • (9)

In (9) T1 is the temperature (in ('s) at which vB dominate., and.
i. related to the lifetiae, 1, for vB + VLl

1 =(2.25 x 107 .ec).2 • (10)

Since liJaits are mown on PB and T1 i. mown, Eq. (4) re.ult. in a
limit on.. The lillit on • re.ulu in a lialit on 1 from Eq. (10).
An example of this liait for Q =.06 i. liven a. line three in Fil.
3.

(3) Lifetime Bound From Thermalization of Photons: 13 , 14 If
the VB decays into a photon plus a ...sless neutrino, or into
charled particles, the resultinl photons aust be thermalized. A
bound on the VB lifetime, 1, _y be .et from the requirement that
the decay photon. be aade early enoulh to be able to thermalize by
the present tiae. The key to the thermalization of the photon.
from the decay of a ..saive VB i. the delndation of the few l's of
enerlY a /2 to ..ny l's with avenle enerlY ksT. The production of
new, sofl l's proceeds throulh one of two standard paths: scatter
inl, to excite an electron, followed by bremsstrahlunl; or double
Compton emission. The first process is e.pecially .en.itive to the
baryon density. As a function of the prssent baryon density the
cosaic lifetiae aust be less than 9 • 10 CBS. For thermalization
dug t02?~uble Compton emission, the maximum VB lifetime allowed is
10 CB . It is relatively insensitive to ttie preci.e value of the
present baryon density. If we live in a low density universe a. i.
currently believed, the double Coaptongroces. obtain., and the cos
aic lifetille au.t be Ie•• than about 10 .ec.* Thi. i ••hown a.
curve 4 in Fil. 3.

*In Reference 14, a different theraalization bound is reported
becau.e this possibility was not included.

Fig. 1. The neutrino lifetime that results in the massless decay
products closing the universe.
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(4) Lower Lifetime Bounds From the Laboratory:!3 The exist
ence of the decay VB + v + Y (VL = v , v ) implies that the pro
duction reaction vL + e ~ VB + e can Broc~ed through y exchange.
Since the final state neutr1no is never detected, the observed
cross section for v neutral current events provides an upper
limit for VB producfion. hence an upper limit for the vBvLY effec
tive coupling cODStant. and then, finally a lower limit for the
lifetime for the decay VB + vL + y. In figure 3 we show the
minimum lifett.e from the Reines experiment to measure v e scatter-
ing. 1 5 The Constraint is given as line 5. e

The lifetime bounds (2) and (3) are the best upper bounds.
Comparison of the cosmological upper bounds and the experimental
lower bounds implies that no neutrino with a radiative decay can
exist if • ~ 0.1 MeV. It may also be noticed that if v + entropy
is the major decay mode. the restrictions given above forbid the VB
lifetime to be long enough for its decsy products close the
universe.

MODELS FOR VB DECAY

•....1; , iu Kr , /.,
en , /

;:', /, /~, /, /, /

" /I02~ "<:.:

Fig. 2. The tfle of matter domination by v
H'

If neutrinos are massive, in the absence of a global symmetry
the heaviest neutrino will decay to the lighter ones. There are
several models that may be employed to estimate the neutrino
lifetime. Several of these models were considered by Goldman and
Stephenson. l o

First consider estimates for VB + vLy. The only gauge in
variant for. for the matrix element is

where p = p' + q. £ is the polarization vector for t~i photon and
f is an arbitrary c~upling constant of dimension mass Consider
three possibilities for f: (A) the result of first-order weak with
neutrino miXing. (B) first-order weak with heavy charged lep~ns,

and (C) GIM suppressed second-order weak (actually order GFI ).
The v + vty lifetimes in the three cases above are shown by he
threeHbands in Fig. 3 for reasonable choices of the parameters.
For more details on the .odels, see Refs. 10 and 13.

Of particular interest is a model!a in which the main decay
mode does not creste entropy, so that the bounds discussed above
need not apply and there is a possibility of the v~ decay products
closing the universe. Assume that in addition to ~e known lepton
doublets there is a neutrino singlet which mixes with the neutrinos
in the doublets. The lifetime for VB + VLVLVL would be (P is the
singlet-doublet .ixing angle)

(11)I M I = fu(p') ~~(1 t Y5) u(p)£~,

If!Id,CP
mv(MeV)

to'
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F1g. 3. Cos-alog1cal upper and experimental lower bounds on the
lffetime for vH .. vL y.

~

CAN MASSLESS NEUTRINOS CLOSE THE UNIVERSE?

(13)

J CO; .Sain 22 P] -1 (12)

t 1921t2 S

= 3 z 104 ain-2 2P (1 :ev) sec.

longer:

l(VR .. vLvLvL)

The lifetime for vB .. vLY is

[

25 ~S a Sin
22P] -1

l(VR .. VLY) = 36 ------4
514n

=6 x 107 stn-2 2P (IM:V)5 sec

Th~4lifet~s as a_function of mass are shown in Fig. 4 if
10 < sin 2P < 10 . Also ShOWD in Fig. 4 is the lifetise
necessary if the vK decay products are to close to the universe.
The relevance of tfiis .odel is that if O.lMeV < • < 1 KeV, there
is a possibility that the Vi decay products close the universe
since the bounds mentioned 1n the previous section apply only
to entropy producing decays .

Assume that a singlet neutrino exists in the ..ss range O.lHeV
< m < 1 KeV with the reqUisite mixing angles for the lifetu.e to
be the necessAry value for thToUH decay products to close the uni
verse, 2 x 10 s ~ 1 ~ 2 x 10 s. We now discuss further t.plica
tions for this model.

(1) Prt-ordial Dec~s: Although the main decay mode does not
create photons, about 10 of the uH will create photons. Since we
are assuming that the decay products close the universe, about 10- 4

of the closure density .ust be in photons. There are two possi
bilities; either the photons have simply redshifted and are today
hidden in the far UV where the opaqueness of our galaxy at these
wavelengths would prevent detection of the background photons, or
the decay photons ionized the hydrogen, scattered with the elec
trons, and thermalized to form the present .icrowave background. 17
The latter possibility would explain wby about 10- 4 of the closure
density is in the thermal background. Since only a relatively
small number of photons are being produced, the thermalization

d

tu
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*This assumption asy seem somewhat unfounded since we cannot even
predict correctly tbe neutrino flux from our sun.

where If and R is the mass and radius of the resultant neutron star,
E is the average energy of the emitted neutrino, PB is the baryon
dgnsity, If I is a typical galatic mass, Ru is the radius of the
universe, ': N is the supernovae frequency and R is the fraction
of va that produces photons. Putti2§ in r~~son!2I~lva!~es for
the aDove parameters F is about 10 - 10 em s sr ,which
is just below the allo~ed·limits.l0

bounds discussed above are not applicable. In addition, if the
"correct" number of photons are produced, it may be possible to
achieve the~alization by Thomson scattering, which proceeds
much faster than the thermalization process described above.

(2) Decays of "11 Produced in Supernovae: Cowsik18 has
pointed out that since the bulk of the binding energy released in
the formation of a neutron star is released in neutrinos,. if the
neutrino decay produces photons, a background gamma-ray flux would
result. If the "B .. "LY lifetime is less than the age of the
universe, the gamma-ray flux from the decay products of the "H
produced in supernovae would be

F
y

= GMz PaRu r
SN

R
y

(14)IfgalRE"

The conclusions are: If neutrinos exist with masses in the
range

SOeV ~ m ~ SGeV, they must be unstable. If the decay of the neu
trino produces entropy, there are good limits on ~e possible
lifetimes, and neutrinos with masses less than 10 MeV are for
bidden. There is a reasonable model where a non-entropy produc
ing decay dominates. In tbis model the neutrino d~~ays predomi
nately to three light neutrinos, and only about 10 of the
initial neutrinos produce photons. The decay products in this
model can dominate the universe if the neutrino is in the mass
rSige O.llfeV fom ~ 1 MeV, which results in a n~~trino lifetime
10 s < t < 10 s. If this model is viable, 10 of the critical
density must today be in photons, either thermalized in the
microwave or bidden in the far UV. Tbe decay of the neutrinos
produced in supernovae could account for the observed gamma-ray
flux.rfIO~

mv(MeV)

1(f210-4

r1

KJ4

dS.•

~

uK!'
~

!!
....

Ffg. 4. Lffetf_s for "'If .. "'L"'LvL and "'H .. "'LY in a model with an
unpaired neutrino.
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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the coslOOlogical d~nsity implied frQm the
dynamfcs of clusters of galaxies is greater than the upper limit on
the density of matter in baryons I-rom big bang nucleosynthesis if
thti primor'di,jl hellium abundance; Y. is S 0.25. If Y is :s 0.23
then even t~e density implied from the dynamics of binaries and
small groups of galaxies cannot be in baryons. The solution to
these problems comes if neutrinos have a small rest mass. For
3 eV ~ M v ~ 10 eV. the neutrinos will be tr'apped on the scale of
large clusters. For 10 eV ~ m ~ 20 eV. they will be trapped on the
scale of binaries and small ~ups. If neutrinos have a rest mass
~ 10 eV. then d.e limits on -numbers of neutrino types from big
bang nucleosynthesis may be relaxed if i1t is shown that the density
of baryon matter is much less than the density implied by binaries
and small groups. If neutrinos have ."est mass there is no serious
conflict with big bang nucleosynthesi~ as long as Y ~ 0.15.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will review the arguments on tl.e density of
matter in t he universe and show that the dens Lty implied from large
clusters of galaxies may be too large to be consistent with the
upper limit on the densLty of baryons implied from nucleosynthesis.
We will use this point to argue that this pr-obabIy implies that
neutrinos have a small rest mass which enables them to be gravita
tionally bound in large cluster's. We will also show that this
conclusion is strengthened if the upper limit on the primordial
helium abundance. Y. is decreased. We will also rtiview the
arguments that Lig bang nucleosynthesis places on the number of
types of neutrinos if neutrinos have a small rest mass.

This paper will in large part draw on the recent work of
SchralToJll and St eigman1 and Olive et al. 2

For conveni~lce we will express mass densities in terms of the
critical density. p = 3H 2 (SWG)-I. which separates those Friedman
models (with A = O)cwhichoexpand forever (p < pc) from those which
eventually collapse (p > pc)' For each contribution to the total
mass density. Pi' we introduce the density parameter. 0i. where




